Little Beach House Barcelona was curated by Global Director of Art for Soho House, Kate Bryan. It is a collection which responds aesthetically to the beach setting and comprises nearly all Barcelona born or based artists including Jordi Mitja, Albert Riera Galceran, Aldo Urbano, Andrea Gomez, Bernat Daviu, Esra Kayira, Francesco Ruiz Anad, Ivan Forcadell, Jan Monclus, Maria Yelletisch, Mercedes Mangrane, Marisa Culatto, Nestor Sanmiguel Diest, Pep Augut, Owen Pidcock, Pere Llobera, Regina Gimenez and Rosa Anna Casano.

Local artists Gokhan Bagisoglu + Umut Sural were commissioned to make a new series of work which related to the history of the beach as a beacon space for the LGBTQIA+ community. The artists approached people from the queer community who had retreated to the beach as a space of self-expression during Franco’s Spain and photographed them as older figures in various parts of the city.

Left: Artwork by Isaac Julien in Little Beach House Barcelona
Full list of Collection artists:

Sara Berman, Rose Blake, Rosa Anna Casano, Lucy Costelloe, Marisa Culatto, Paul Davies, Bernat Daviu, Sabine Finkenhauer, Anna Freeman Bentley, Ivan Forcadell, Albert Riera Galceran, Regina Gimenez, Des Hughes, John Isaacs, Isaac Julien, Esra Kayira, Pere Llobera, Mercedes Mangrane, Teresa Matas, Rosell Meseguer, Jordi Mitja, Jan Monclus, Jessica Flood Paddock, Owen Pidcock, Francesco Ruiz Anad Spritz, Gokhan Bagisoglu and Umut Sural, Alberto Hernandez Torres, Aldo Urbano, Santiago Ydanez, Maria Yelletisch.
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1 & 2. Rose Blake
3. Esra Kayira
4 & 5. Lucy Costelloe
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1-2. Owen Pidcock
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4. Isaac Julien
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1-15. Ivan Forcadell
16. Marisa Culatto
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1 & 2. Sabine Finkenhauer
3 & 4. Rosell Meseguer
5 & 6. Lucy Costelloe
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3-6. Albert Riera Galceran
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Artists
1-3. Aldo Urbano
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Bedrooms
Each room includes one or more works by these artists

1. Rosa Anna Casano
With special thanks to Porsche, who continue to support the art world globally and powered the production of these special art maps for members.